LANDLORD-FOCUSED CUSTOMER SERVICE
INTRODUCTION
The dictionary definition of customer service
is the assistance or advice provided by an
organization to people who use its products or
services. For public housing agencies (PHAs),
the primary customers of the Housing Choice
Voucher (HCV) Program are voucher families
and landlords. PHAs may have a longer
history of recognizing voucher families as
their customers and orienting their customer
service toward these families. This Guidebook,
and this chapter, focus on what can happen if
the PHA adds an intentional focus on landlord
customer service.

The following strategies are included in
this section:

•	Landlord Customer Service
Responsiveness
• Landlord Point of Contact
• Call Center
Related strategies:
•	Education and Outreach
The strategies in this Landlord-Focused Customer
Service chapter address the following areas:

Landlord-Focused Customer Service Process Improvements
PHA Process Improvement

Landlord Customer
Service Responsiveness

Landlord Point of
Contact

X
X
X

X
X
X

Improve Tenant-Landlord
Relationship
Improve Inspections Process

X

X

Minimize Bureaucracy

X

X
X

Increase Recruitment
Increase Retention
Improve Responsiveness

Call Center

X
X

X
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The dictionary definition leaves unspoken
a critical element of customer service
that this chapter seeks to emphasize.
Customer service is as much about the
way customer service is delivered as it is
about the information or advice offered.
PHAs with strong and effective customer
service promptly and courteously work
with landlords and voucher families to
answer questions and resolve issues.
Providing effective customer service to
landlords has the potential to enhance any
strategy that a PHA undertakes to improve
landlord satisfaction. These strategies
can have the potential to increase
landlord familiarity and comfort with the
HCV Program and can create process
improvements in all six areas as seen in
the chart on the previous page.
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TIP: Providing effective customer
service to landlords has the
potential to enhance any strategy
that a PHA undertakes to
improve landlord satisfaction.
This chapter describes three strategies that
directly address customer service. (Remember,
most of the chapters and strategies in this
Guidebook involve customer service). In this
chapter, the Landlord Point of Contact and
Call Center strategies may require additional
financial and staffing resources. The Landlord
Customer Service Responsiveness strategy,
however, outlines steps that any PHA can
undertake with minimal costs. Each strategy
offers options for PHAs to make organizational
changes that promote customer service.

STRATEGY: LANDLORD CUSTOMER SERVICE RESPONSIVENESS
Implementing a culture or mindset that prioritizes responsive customer service among HCV staff
toward landlords and landlord issues.

Who: A
 ll PHAs.
Cost: $
 $$ $$$ Minimal to moderate.
Implementation Considerations:

LOW
MEDIUM
DIFFICULT May require
designating or re-allocating staff time. Minimal implementation barriers.

Landlord Customer Service Responsiveness:
PHA Process Improvements
PHA Process
Improvement
Increase Recruitment
Increase Retention
Improve Responsiveness
Improve Tenant-Landlord
Relationship
Improve Inspections
Process
Minimize Bureaucracy

Landlord
Customer Service
Responsiveness

X
X
X
X
X

WHAT THIS IS AND WHY IT WORKS: Customer
service is a point of pride for many PHAs who
are dedicated to meeting the needs of their
program participants and other audiences. At
the same time, PHAs are not always aware
of when their customer service may not be
received as intended. As mentioned previously,
PHAs may have a history of orienting customer
service toward voucher families rather than
toward landlords. HUD Landlord Task Force
activities identified landlord concerns about
difficulties in reaching HCV staff, having
landlord issues addressed, and receiving correct
information in a timely manner. The disconnect,
in some instances, may be a perception on the
part of the landlord or the PHA that landlords
are not truly a PHA audience or PHA partner. A
PHA can take steps to address this disconnect
by exploring how customer service would look

TIP: A culture of customer service
starts at the top. If staff do not think
that customer service is a part of
their job, it is less likely that they will
prioritize it in their everyday interactions. PHAs
that motivate staff to offer superior customer
service are more likely to see positive results.
from the perspective of HCV landlords. The
PHA can incorporate into its existing customer
service culture some principles that prioritize
responsive customer service among HCV staff
toward landlords and landlord issues. These
principles do not decrease the customer service
focus on voucher families, but allow HCV staff to
consider landlords as essential partners within
the HCV Program.
Note that this strategy focuses on a culture shift
among PHA HCV staff rather than an increase
in staffing or a re-organization of staffing. The
PHA may determine that an increase or reorganization of staff is warranted to support
changes in the customer service perspective or
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gaps in service capacity that emerge as a result
of examining customer service operations.
Some of these recommendations have been
described in other chapters, but here they
address how the ideas can be used to improve
customer service within PHAs, especially
when working with landlords.

IMPLEMENTATION
PHAs should carry out a review of, or reflection
on their customer service practices as they
pertain to landlords through an internal, selfdirected process. PHAs might also consider
having a third-party vendors conduct customer
service training. They can also do both; an
internal process may lead the PHA to determine
that enhanced customer service training will
improve delivery of service.
When carrying out an internal process, the PHA
may want to consider that different staff at the
PHA may interact with landlords at different
points in the HCV process and bring different
perspectives that may be critical to increasing
landlord satisfaction. Some of these staff
might not be in the HCV department, such as

Third-Party Training
The PHA may want to consider seeking
outside training in customer service
to decrease any potential for internal
conflict and since cultural change can
be challenging.
If a third-party training is incorporated,
the PHA should know that the trainer
may not focus on customer service that
is landlord-centered. It may be possible
to provide information about some of
the specifics needed that will help the
trainer tailor customer service training.
The PHA may have to provide direction to
staff on how to use the training offered to
address landlord-specific issues.
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the front desk reception staff. These staff may
have their own frustrations about working with
landlords on issues, such as not having access
to the information that landlords are asking for.
While change to long-practiced procedures can be
challenging and raise feelings of defensiveness,
the goal of this strategy is to expand perspectives;
it is not to reduce focus on the traditional clients
of the housing authority. Through the process of
reviewing customer service practices, PHA staff
may also find opportunities where HCV families
may be more supported.
Some principles of responsive customer service
from an HCV landlord’s perspective to help guide
either an internal discussion or the provision of
customer service training may include:
• Communicate with professionalism:
Written and oral information through
e-mails, in-person interactions, phone
conversations, and voicemails should
maintain a professional tone and demeanor.
Emails that include a signature line with an
email address and phone number enable
landlords to follow-up with PHA staff.
• Create a welcoming environment:
Entrances and lobbies should present as
inviting through clear signage. Frontline
staff that offer a positive attitude and warm
welcome help landlords develop a sense
of ease that their needs will be met. First
impressions set the tone for the rest of the
person’s experience.
• Practice active listening skills: Active
listening includes avoiding interruptions,
making eye contact (if in person), and
providing feedback that shows the listener
is paying attention. It helps landlords
feel like they are being heard and that the
listener empathizes with their concern.
Note: empathy and understanding do not
necessarily mean agreement.
• Respond to inquiries in a timely manner:
Consistent and prompt responses to
questions and concerns is a hallmark of
good customer service. PHAs that adopt
and enforce a phone and email inquiry
return policy—within 1 to 2 business days
if possible— build trust with landlords and

diminish concerns that landlord concerns
will go unanswered. The timeframe is less
important than setting an expectation for
the landlord that the PHA will meet (see
next bullet).
• Provide realistic timeframes: When
the PHA has the flexibility to offer a due
date for returning a call or responding to
information, the best due date to promise is
the due date that can be met with certainty.
That due date may not the quickest that
might be possible. If the PHA meets the
selected due date, the landlord continues
to be satisfied with the timing. Exceeding
the due date is a big plus. Overpromising
and missing the due date may create
dissatisfaction where none existed before.
• De-escalation: Engaging in de-escalation
techniques such as active listening,
responding with a calm voice, and
acknowledging a landlord’s concerns may
reduce emotional reactions and allow all
parties to turn to resolving the issue at hand.

Review Written Communication
In addition to reviewing and implementing
internal customer service practices, the PHA
will want to support good customer service
through clear and direct communication
through emails, written guidance, or
instruction such as forms and landlord packets.
Inaccurate and outdated communication
can foster confusion sometimes leading to
frustration, lost time, and lost money.
TIP: PHAs that have a landlord FAQ
webpage can save time and increase
consistency across employees by
directing email inquiries to the
answers on the FAQ page.
PHAs should ensure that their materials are
accessible and easy to understand. For example:
• Does the PHA ensure effective
communication for landlords, participants,
and applicants with disabilities? Is
the PHA’s website and all electronic
communications and documents provided
in accessible formats in accordance with
Section 504 and the ADA? Does the PHA
offer auxiliary aids and services including
sign language interpreters?

• Understand the “product:” The HCV
Program can be confusing, both for
landlords and for less experienced staff.
PHA staff who are likely to encounter
landlords should be provided training to
answer basic questions about the HCV
Program and direct landlords to staff who
can provide more information. Offering
confusing or wrong information can be
worse than no information at all.
Putting these principles into practice can be
challenging. PHAs can help staff practice
good customer service by providing staff
with periodic customer service training
opportunities and holding staff accountable to
good customer services practices. Customer
service training that is content-specific and
interactive is most likely to lead to improved
staff performance. Frontline staff should
be encouraged to discuss where the biggest
opportunities for improvement are so they feel
empowered and take ownership of the PHA’s
customer-service culture. Encouraging and
reinforcing good customer service practices
includes supporting staff in settings outside of
formal training sessions too.

• Does the PHA comply with its Title VI
obligations to ensure meaningful access
for landlords, participants, and applicants
with Limited English Proficiency (LEP)
including by translating materials into
other languages in accordance with HUD’s
LEP Guidance1 and providing qualified
interpreters?
• Request for Tenancy Approval (RFTA)
packet: While the RFTA form is HUDgenerated, PHAs do have the ability to
edit other documents they require from
program participants and landlords. Do
the forms make sense? Is information
1

“ Final Guidance to Federal Financial Assistance Recipients
Regarding Title VI Prohibition Against National Origin
Discrimination Affecting Limited English Proficient Persons,”
72 FR 2732, 2740 (2007), available at: https://www.hud.gov/
sites/documents/FINALLEP2007.PDF.
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missing? Is information current? Is there
information that does not need to be
included? Are there clear instructions on
what information needs to be completed
and where to send the completed forms?
• Form accessibility: Are landlord forms
available for download on the PHA’s
website? Are forms available in other
languages in accordance with HUD’s LEP
Guidance for local populations? Are the
forms available in plain language, rather
than regulatory or formal language?
• Is the landlord orientation packet, if any,
clear and complete? Are the materials
in a format that can be easily sent to
landlords or posted on the PHA’s website?
• Do notifications of changes in rent
portions explain the reason for changed
rent, such as tenant income change,
payment standard change, or change in
voucher size?
• Has the PHA recently examined options for
landlords to return materials? Can remote
return methods be added, such as allowing
landlords to scan and email materials?
PHAs should ensure that staff who interact
with landlords are familiar with the forms and
understand what information and actions are
needed.

Resources

Set Reasonable Expectations
Customer service is a balancing act. Some
of the conflicts that arise in retaining and
developing relationships with landlords stem
from a difference of perception between the
PHA and the landlord with regard to roles or
responsibilities. Landlords may, at times,
view themselves as the “customer” in their
relationship with the PHA, anticipating that
the “customer is always right.” The PHA will
want to take steps to maintain and improve the
landlord’s satisfaction as feasible, but landlords
have responsibilities too. One of the best ways
that PHAs can provide landlords with good
customer service is by setting expectations
upfront about what type of customer service
or services that landlord may be entitled to.
Orientations for new landlords provide the
perfect opportunity for the PHA to provide
new landlords with information that will help
them navigate the process of becoming an
HCV landlord. Orientations shape the way
that landlords view the HCV Program and the
PHA, their understanding of their own role and
responsibilities, and the type of support that
they can expect.
As a result, PHAs should be mindful of how
the information is delivered. Choosing the
right person to hold sessions is key to success.
The person not only needs to be familiar with
the HCV Program, but also have the ability to
effectively train landlords and make landlords
feel comfortable asking questions.

Don’t reinvent the wheel! HUD’s HCV
Landlord Resources webpage has both
standard forms and descriptions of nonstandard forms that PHAs develop internally.
While each PHA’s forms may look different,
the descriptions provide a general sense of
the purpose and information that may be
collected on each form.

PHAs should make sure to allow ample time
for Q&A as well as provide ways for landlords to
reach out with questions following the session.

PHAs are encouraged to bookmark this
site as additional information is continually
being added.

Accept Unit Listings
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The New Landlord Orientation Strategy in
the Education and Outreach chapter provides
additional information on planning and
implementing orientation events.

As part of approaching customer service from
a landlord’s perspective, PHAs should consider
elements of the landlord-PHA relationship that
they might not have considered as “customer
service.” When working with available units,

PHAs may focus their attention on the voucher
families and their search, but they can also
provide a service by assisting landlords in
connecting more easily with voucher holders
by making sure that information on how to list
a unit for HCV applicants is readily available
to landlords. PHAs may ask the following
questions and revise their processes accordingly:
• Is unit listing information available on the
PHA’s website as well as included in the
HCV orientation packet?
• If the PHA lists units, does it offer an easily
accessible method that landlords can use
to list a unit?
• Is the information regularly updated to
avoid stale listings?
• Do the listings specify whether the units
are accessible for individuals with physical
or hearing/vision disabilities or contain
accessibility features?
• If voucher families regularly seek units
through a specific online service, are the
links accessible on the PHA’s website?
• Does the PHA regularly review the search
sites it recommends to voucher families to
ensure that a range of neighborhoods are
represented?
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STRATEGY: LANDLORD POINT OF CONTACT
Having a single point of contact (or a team of staff) designated to provide outreach and education to
landlords and respond to landlord inquiries.

Who: S maller PHAs may be able to partner with other organizations in the area to support
one position. Medium and larger PHAs may consider adding this position to their
internal organizational structure.

Cost: $
 $$ $$$ Minimal to moderate.
Implementation Considerations:

LOW
current and future staff capacity and funding.

Landlord Point of Contact
PHA Process Improvements
PHA Process
Improvement
Increase Recruitment

Landlord Point of
Contact

Increase Retention
Improve Responsiveness
Improve Tenant-Landlord
Relationship
Improve Inspections
Process
Minimize Bureaucracy

DIFFICULT Consider

Get theGet
Most
thefrom
Mostthis
from
Strategy
this Strategy

X
X
X

PHAs identified this strategy as having
the greatest positive impact on landlord
recruitment and retention. Here’s a guide
to the major topics in this strategy:

X

Typical Responsibilities......................... 8

X
X

WHAT THIS IS AND WHY IT WORKS: Offering a
dedicated, single point of contact for landlords
is a strategy that has the potential to positively
impact all of the PHA process improvements
shown in the above chart. This strategy
improves PHA responsiveness to landlords by
offering a clear path for landlords to connect
to a person in the PHA. By having a position
or team whose primary responsibilities are
focused on landlord support rather than having
to carve out time to conduct landlord-focused
activities, PHAs can support consistent and
efficient responses leading to:
• Recruitment of new landlords

MEDIUM

Job Qualifications................................ 15
Funding Sources.................................. 16

• Retention of current landlords through
education, outreach, and responsiveness
• Mediation/conflict resolution
• Assistance for landlords in navigating the
program, including inspections

OVERVIEW
When discussing best practices, some PHAs
describe having a landlord point of contact as the
strategy that has improved their landlord services
the most. While assuming different titles and
variations of roles at different PHAs, a single point
of contact is exactly that—one person (or a team
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of staff) dedicated to interacting with, responding
to, and providing information to HCV landlords.
The position may be part- or full-time.

What’s in a Name?

To enhance the effectiveness of this position,
landlords need to know that the resource is
available to them for issues that might arise.
Landlord points of contact not only provide
landlords with a person to address their concerns,
but also with a feeling of being valued partners
of the PHA. Landlords notice when PHAs invest
resources in the quality of their experience.

PHAs across the country have different
names for their landlord single point of
contact. While some PHAs prefer the
title landlord liaison, others use housing
locator or navigator. Some PHAs have a
staff person who serves in this capacity
without a title that implies they are the
single point of contact.
Typically, the landlord liaison has
responsibilities focused on landlord
service. The housing locator or
navigator may work with landlords,
but may also focus on assisting
voucher families in finding housing and
negotiating with landlords.
For the purposes of this chapter, this
role will be titled as “landlord point of
contact.”

TYPICAL RESPONSIBILITIES
As a result of being a primary resource for
all things landlord-related, the landlord point
of contact is typically assigned roles and
responsibilities covering multiple areas. This
is one of the reasons PHAs have noted this
position as having such a positive impact!
They may function like a “one-stop shop” for
landlords. While each position is unique and
tailored to the needs of the PHA’s HCV Program,
typical responsibilities, described below, include
responding to landlord inquiries and providing
outreach for new and existing landlords. Also
discussed are typical qualifications for the
landlord point of contact role and sources of
funding to support the position.
Responding to Inquiries
Many of the landlord points of contact
interviewed as part of the Guidebook research
described responding to landlord inquiries as
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one of their primary assigned responsibilities. In
fact, for some people in this position, talking with
existing or potential landlords, has accounted
for a good portion of their workload. PHAs
will want to take into account that landlords
may have preferences for making inquiries via
different modes of communication, most notably
the phone or email. PHAs should ensure that
the preferred option(s) are available and that
the point of contact has response procedures in
place for each. Landlords may also visit the PHA
in person, for example, to drop off applications
or requests, and request to speak with the point
of contact. The PHA approach to handling these
different methods can vary:
TIP: One landlord point of contact
noted that her relationship with
landlords was built from the
beginning—when the landlords
joined the program, and has grown over time.

Phone: There are a range of ways that PHAs
choose to ensure that landlord inquiries by
phone are answered:
• Provide landlords with a direct line to the
landlord point of contact.
• Have calls routed from a main PHA or HCV
department line to the landlord point of
contact.
• Dedicate a line for landlords that is
answered by staff.
Some landlord points of contact may also have
PHA-supplied cell phones that enable them to
easily respond to landlords via text message.
Regardless of how communications are routed,
landlords should be able to connect quickly with
a landlord point of contact who can address
their questions. While answering every call
from every landlord without any calls going
to voicemail is not realistic, PHAs should
set a reasonable and responsive timeframe
for returning calls, and ensure that there is
adequate staffing to be able to enforce the
timeframe. Voicemail greetings that landlords
hear should include the timeframe for a
response and provide an alternate number in
the case of emergency.
Email: PHAs may choose to have landlordrelated emails sent directly to the landlord point
of contact, to a general landlord email address,
or both. As a good customer service technique,
the PHA should consider having an autoresponse that provides the response timeframe,
a phone number in case of emergency, and
links to general landlord resources such as
a PHA landlord website and FAQ page. If
receiving only a small number of emails, a PHA
might respond with similar information on an
email-by-email situation. An auto-response
may still save time. The immediate initial
response sets a reasonable expectation for the
landlord – as long as the PHA has a process in
place for its landlord point of contact to monitor
and respond to the incoming emails.
As noted in the Landlord Customer Service
Responsiveness strategy (the first strategy
in this chapter), the landlord point of contact

Standardized Supports
Response templates, FAQs, and fact
sheets are methods that the landlord
point of contact can use to enhance
consistency and meet landlord needs
while reducing their workload.
Standardized response templates might
include information addressing:
•
•
•
•
•

Change of Owner
Rent Increase
Inspections Appointment Process
Source of Income Rules (as applicable)
Use of Credit and Criminal Background
Information in Tenant Screening
• Tenant Lease Compliance and Eviction
• When to Expect Payments
• Fair Housing Protections, Accessibility,
and Reasonable Accommodations
Useful FAQs may Include:
•
•
•
•

Resolving Deficiencies
How to list units
Steps to Becoming a Landlord
How to use the Portal
TIP: The landlord point of contact
can also use this standardized
information to inform landlord
training topics.

should consider creating email response
templates for common inquiries. An email
response might combine more than one
template, depending on the landlord’s request.
Templates expedite the response, saving time
for the busy landlord point of contact. Just
as important, an email template ensures that
responses are accurate and consistent. When
every landlord receives the same information,
the opportunity for misinterpretation decreases.
The PHA should review email templates and
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update them periodically to ensure they are up
to date with PHA policy and practice. In addition,
the landlord point of contact should consider
adding additional templates as they notice new
questions appearing on a regular basis.
While email templates have many advantages,
the landlord point of contact should keep in
mind that some queries will require
customized support from them. The ability of
the landlord point of contact to ensure that
inquiries receive the level of support needed
in a timely manner is one of the reasons this
strategy can be so effective.
TIP: Emails may come in that are
not related to landlords or the HCV
Program. The landlord point of
contact should maintain contacts in
other PHA departments so that emails can be
forwarded appropriately.
Walk-In: A point of contact may not always
have time to meet in person with a landlord
who walks in. If at all possible, even in these
situations, the point of contact should speak
directly with the landlord to learn about
the inquiry, ask that the landlord make an
appointment to arrange for answering the
inquiry later. An appointment may take place
over a range of modes of communication: in
person, over the phone, or via a video platform.
If the point of contact does have time to meet
with the landlord, the point of contact will want

Problem Solving
One PHA noted that the ability for landlords
to connect directly with their landlord point
of contact encourages problem solving
and communication, many times resulting
in solutions. If landlords faced greater
barriers to reaching a person who could
address their issue, the PHA theorized
that the situations might have resulted in
landlords leaving the program.
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to keep any answer templates in mind when
responding to the landlord’s inquiry to avoid
misinterpretations. If the inquiry requires
further research, the point of contact should
be honest about the delayed response time,
rather than guessing a response. The landlord
is more likely to accept the delay, knowing that
it will lead to accurate information. The point
of contact should also provide the landlord
with concrete next steps on when and how the
landlord will be contacted.
Conducting Outreach
In addition to being responsive to landlord
inquiries, landlord points of contact are often
assigned to conduct outreach to current and
prospective landlords. Outreach for current
landlords can include support, problem
solving, or education, resulting in continued
(or increased) satisfaction and participation
in the HCV Program. Outreach may occur
through hosting events, participating in events,
one-on-one meetings, and by identifying and
connecting with new landlords via existing
listservs and data (e.g. PHA and local
government property assessor data, outreach
lists from associations) as described below.
Outreach to prospective landlords must be done
in a manner that complies with fair housing
and civil rights requirements, including by
using effective communication methods for
individuals with disabilities and conducting
outreach in other languages in accordance
with LEP requirements. Additionally, PHAs
should seek to recruit landlords with physically
accessible units and units located in areas of
opportunity and areas that do not already have
a concentration of subsidized housing.
Outreach through Education and Events:
Education and events for current landlords
include any type of event providing landlords
with information to improve their ability to serve
as HCV Program landlords and to maintain
compliance with related program and civil rights
requirements so as to improve their satisfaction.
As the primary contact for landlords, landlord
points of contact are the obvious choice to
plan and deliver workshops to HCV landlords.
Landlord points of contact are often the best

PHA representative to hold education and
outreach events for a variety of reasons:
• Landlord points of contact hear firsthand from landlords about the types of
issues landlords are experiencing with
the HCV Program and are able to use this
knowledge to create events that address
current issues or topics.
• Landlord points of contact can use this
knowledge and take advantage of large
gatherings of landlords to address common
misconceptions about the program.
• The landlord point of contact is best
positioned to hear landlord concerns and
help with resolution, allowing the landlords
to feel their perspective is valued.
• Workshops or events led by the landlord
point of contact reinforces that they are
available to assist—putting a face with the
program.
TIP: See the Education and Outreach
chapter for information on how to
plan a successful event.
Attending Events: As discussed in the
Education and Outreach Chapter of this
Guidebook, attending events throughout the
PHA’s jurisdiction is another great way to
generate new opportunities and increase the
visibility of the PHA in the community. Attending
events as the landlord point of contact may
be especially fruitful for generating interest
amongst new landlords. Activities related to
attending events can include:
• Setting up a booth at trade shows
• Requesting to be a guest speaker at
meetings of:
» Industry organizations such as
real estate investor clubs and
apartment associations
» Neighborhood associations
» Community development
corporations
• Handing out brochures or fact sheets
• Exchanging business cards

As a follow-up activity to such events, the
landlord point of contact can write follow-up
thank-you emails to landlords they met. The
thank-you emails may offer evidence of the
type of easy communication and good customer
service the landlord would receive should
they choose to work with the PHA and accept
HCV tenants. Landlord points of contact may
also follow up with developers who attend city
meetings on housing development to explain
program incentives and begin building a
relationship with landlords in developments
that are not yet occupied.
One-On-One Outreach: As part of outreach
efforts, the landlord point of contact would
also be the natural choice to conduct one-onone or small group outreach with current or
prospective landlords. Similarly to Education
and Outreach events, this is an opportunity
for the PHA to give the program a personal
touch and demonstrate an investment into
furthering the PHA-landlord relationship. The
smaller settings can also be conducive to
defusing topics with the potential for tension.
Landlord points of contact who carry out these
small-scale landlord meetings find them
cost effective. It increases business with new
landlords and helps to retain current landlords.
Many landlords appreciate the opportunity to
meet with the PHA representative in person, as
feasible. Taking the time to meet with landlords
individually makes them feel like they are
valued partners. In a one-on-one setting, some
existing landlords may feel more comfortable
discussing issues or items that they might
not raise in a group setting. It can be a good
way to get referrals to other new landlords as
well. “Rolling out the red carpet” does not hurt
either. This might include, for example, using
a big conference room, offering the landlord
coffee, or having a high-level administrator
drop by the meeting to thank the landlord for
participating in the program.
Accessing Databases to Identify and Contact
Other Landlords: Aside from hosting and
attending events, some PHAs use databases to
find and contact individual landlords. A great
place to start with data is to look at the PHA’s
data on landlord participation. Has landlord
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participation in the program gone up or down in
the last 3 to 5 years? Are there landlords with
a large number of properties that have slowly
been reducing the number of voucher families
in their portfolio? Contacting dissatisfied
landlords or landlords who previously worked
with voucher families and learning more about
their past concerns can help to regenerate
interest in the voucher program, especially if
the landlord point of contact position is new.
A new landlord point of contact may also use
PHA databases to identify the landlords who
have large HCV portfolios so the landlord point
of contact can conduct periodic check-ins with
these large providers.
Some PHAs also use data to identify and
contact new landlords. PHAs might email
their current HCV landlords and ask them to
encourage their colleagues to join the program.
PHAs may also be able to use their municipal
assessor data to identify big landlords that do
not currently accept vouchers and request to
meet with them. Many cities offer assessor
data that is accessible online or by connecting
with the local assessor office. PHAs can run a
frequency query to identify the landlords with
the largest number of units in their jurisdiction
and cross reference the list with landlords that
are active with the HCV program.
Landlord points of contact can also ask the
local apartment association to share outreach
information with their association members.
Landlord points of contact with a Realtor’s
license can access the multiple listing services
to gain quick access to new rental units and
their landlords.
Recruitment
Making the Sales Pitch: Meetings with
landlords really do require a sales pitch. Most
landlords choose to participate in the HCV
Program because it is cost effective for their
business. A strong sales pitch includes a
discussion of how the HCV Program is a solid
business opportunity. Common talking points
might include:
• Reliable rent
• Long-term tenants
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• Helping families in need
• Liaison services for leasing-up
Depending on the PHA’s services, additional
talking points might include:
• Connecting with the tenant’s HCV case
manager
• Mediation services
• Financial incentives for landlords (such as
a lease-up bonus or a mitigation fund)
The sales pitch is often accompanied by
dispelling common misconceptions about
participation in the HCV Program, such as
clarifying the role of the PHA in the lease-up
process and voucher family’s tenancy.
The sales pitch is also about developing rapport
with the landlord. Landlords want to feel assured
that if they do have an issue relevant to the PHA
responsibilities, they would be able to go to the
landlord point of contact to get assistance.
A helpful reference is the myth-busting sheet
available on the HUD HCV Landlord Resource
webpage.
Cold Calls: Having a well-honed sales pitch
is perhaps the most useful for landlord points
of contact who make cold calls. Cold calls
are phone calls where the landlord point of
contact calls a landlord who does not have
a prior relationship with the PHA. Typically,
landlord points of contact who are most
likely to make a cold call are those whose
job functions include connecting voucher
families with available units. Another reason
for making cold calls includes reaching out
to landlords with available units listed on a
rental search engine website to connect with
TIP: Landlord points of contact
should consider reaching out to
landlords who have left the HCV
Program. This approach may be
particularly effective if the PHA has added an
incentive or implemented a strategy geared
towards landlord satisfaction since the
landlord left the program.

new landlords. Cold calls are probably most
useful for outreach geared towards small
“mom-and-pop” landlords where there is no
higher-up decision-maker who would need to
be contacted to decide if the company would
consider HCV applicants for their units. A great
way to follow up a cold call for a landlord on the
fence is to follow a call with a thank-you email
with links to additional information about the
program. If the landlord’s mailing address is
available, follow up may include mailing an HCV
fact sheet. This reinforces the good customer
service that the landlord would receive should
they choose to work with HCV tenants.
NOTE: In some states and localities, it is
illegal for landlords to refuse to rent to tenants
because they receive a HCV. In that case, if
landlord points of contact encounter an unwilling
landlord, they can follow the enforcement
process identified for the specific law.
Mediation
A common function of landlord points of
contact is to intervene in conflicts the landlord
has with other offices within the PHA or
between the landlord and a tenant. PHAs with
landlord points of contact find this activity to
be extremely effective at maintaining current
landlords who otherwise might choose to leave
the voucher program out of frustration. Some
PHAs may avoid tenant-landlord conflicts
because of their relationship with both parties.
PHAs with landlord points of contact are
committed to keeping voucher families housed
and landlords in HCV Program. This leads to an
opportunity for some mediation activities. To
provide mediation services, a PHA should:
• Maintain neutrality in a dispute between
parties.
• Affirm PHA policy and procedure while also
allowing parties to voice their opinions.
The issue may not always be resolved,
but having a point of contact or other PHA
representative available to explain the
processes and policies to landlords allows them
to realize their concern is taken seriously and
often defuses the situation.

Tips for Landlord-Tenant
Mediation
• Schedule an appointment with both
parties.
• Recount the description of the
conflict as told by both parties.
• Describe the PHA policy or policies
that apply to the issues including the
lease.
• Usually when presented with
the policy, the parties have a
better understanding of roles and
responsibilities in the conflict.
• Often when presented with the
policy in black and white, the tenant
and landlord are able to come to an
agreement.
• If the situation is irreparable, the
parties sign a lease rescission.
• If there is evidence the tenant was not
complying with Family Obligations,
the information is documented and
the primary caseworker is notified.
• If there is evidence the landlord
is not complying with obligations,
the PHA may take steps to hold
the landlord accountable. Steps
can vary depending on whether the
tenant wants to move, the severity or
duration of the infractions, etc.
• If there is evidence the tenant is not
complying with the landlord’s lease
agreement, the landlord may have
cause to terminate the tenant’s
lease if remediation steps cannot
be identified and completed by the
tenant.
NOTE: These tips are not intended to
replace consultation with a mediation
professional.
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Mediation with Other Offices within the PHA:
Although the landlord point of contact is the
primary person the landlord works with, the
landlord may also work with other departments
and multiple people for inspections, payment,
or other administrative services, including the
Disability Rights Coordinator (24 CFR 8.53(a))
on fair housing and civil rights issues. The
landlord point of contact may learn about
landlord concerns from the landlord directly or
from other departments or staff within the PHA.
Common issues the landlord point of contact
might hear include: “My HAP portion is wrong;”
“I didn’t receive my HAP this month;” “The
inspector did not show up for my inspection;”
“I don’t understand why my rent was negotiated
down;” “I turned in the RFTA a week ago and I
haven’t heard back, what is going on?” and
“I am locked out of my portal account.”
The landlord point of contact can investigate
the concern, advocate for the landlord within
the agency to ensure that their problems are
resolved quickly, or identify departmental staff
authorized to address the landlord’s request.
Other PHA staff members are trained to
respond promptly to inquiries by the landlord
point of contact as well to ensure that issues
are resolved quickly. By offering prompt
responses and quickly helping landlords to
resolve their problems or directing the landlord
to staff who can resolve their problems,
the landlord point of contact helps defuse
situations and improve landlords’ satisfaction
with the HCV Program.
Mediation Between Landlords and Tenants:
Mediation between landlords and tenants can
be a tricky function to perform, but when done
correctly, can provide benefits for both landlords
and tenants. Some PHAs choose not to
advertise their role as mediators, but may step
in to help resolve issues that would otherwise
lead to greater conflict. PHAs want to avoid
outcomes such as eviction or the landlord
exiting the program. Landlords who have had
negative past experiences with tenants might
find this benefit particularly appealing when
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TIP: PHAs should give their landlord
point of contact the freedom to
try new strategies that have the
potential to increase landlord
satisfaction. Not every new strategy will
work, but some might have a big impact.
considering if they would be willing to work with
the HCV Program in the future. Mediations can
help avoid hardships for tenants and keep both
parties, tenants and landlords, accountable to
upholding their responsibilities as participants
in the HCV Program and the lease.
Inspections Support
Some PHAs may also choose to have their
landlord point of contact become more involved
in the inspection process to make it an easier
experience for landlords. For example, at
some PHAs, landlord points of contact are
also certified in housing inspection (HCV
Housing Quality Standards (HQS) and/or HUDestablished physical inspections standards) so
they can offer the landlord a “soft inspection”
prior to having a formal inspection. The
landlord point of contact can meet with the
landlord in the unit and conduct a walk through
to see if there would be any issues with the
unit that would lead it to fail an inspection. By
offering the soft inspection, the landlord has
the opportunity to repair items ahead of the
inspection, avoiding a failed inspection and the
time required to schedule a re-inspection. With
the reduced inspection turnaround time, the
landlord can lease up the unit more quickly and
start generating rental revenue.

REMINDER:
View the Inspections Chapter for more
information on how PHAs may improve
the inspection process to benefit
landlords.

JOB QUALIFICATIONS
Finding the right person for the landlord point
of contact position is important. Specific job
responsibilities can vary between PHAs, but
there are a primary set of qualifications and
attributes that can make excellent landlord
points of contact.
PHAs with successful landlord point of contact
positions suggest that personality plays a large
role in recruiting the right person for the job.
PHAs should look for someone who is outgoing,
with great customer service and people skills.
This person should enjoy public speaking and
networking so they can easily speak about the
HCV Program and make positive connections
with landlords. A landlord point of contact may
work with people from all types of backgrounds
and sometimes works in stressful situations
requiring someone with adaptability, deescalation skills, and the ability to improvise.
Prior experience in all aspects of the HCV
Program at the PHA is preferred in the landlord
point of contact, although the PHA can provide
training for staff without that experience. When
the landlord point of contact is familiar with
all of the functions of the voucher program,
they can more easily assist landlords in solving
problems and answering questions. This
knowledge set will be particularly useful when

PHA HIGHLIGHT:
One PHA that had recently created a
landlord liaison position hired a person
who had worked in several other
departments within the agency, so they
were well aware of how processes worked
across departments.
it comes to answering questions regarding
tenants, including tenants’ responsibilities with
the voucher program and how they interact with
the PHA. To be consistent with all landlords, the
point of contact will need to be able to provide
each landlord the same policy information, even
when inquiries might seem to ask the point of
contact to speculate or interpret information.
Some PHAs may also find it useful to hire a
landlord point of contact with a background in
real estate or social services. Landlord points
of contact who have worked in real estate may
know how to “close” a deal and understand
what landlords are looking for in their business
partnerships. Landlord points of contact with
a background in social services often have
experience with helping voucher families
to problem solve, navigating bureaucratic
processes, and practicing conflict resolution
or de-escalation.
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Finally, landlord points of contact should have
sufficient knowledge of, and be trained on, fair
housing and civil rights requirements so as to
assist HCV landlords in complying with their fair
housing and civil rights responsibilities.

FUNDING SOURCES
PHAs can choose to fund their landlord point of
contact through their administrative fee dollars
or come up with more creative ways to fund the
position. For example, particularly when PHAs
are administering Special Purpose vouchers
such as Mainstream and HUD-VASH and

TIP: PHAs may not have sufficient
admin fee dollars to fund a fulltime new landlord point of contact
position, but they might be able to
fund 50% of the full-time position and find
another agency to partner with or a grant to
fund the other half of the position.
offering connected housing search services,
a PHA may partner with other organizations
that are a part of the local Continuum of Care
to fund a landlord point of contact position.
That single landlord point of contact then
helps HCV participants, families with Shelter

Alternative to a Landlord Point of Contact: Create LandlordSpecific Spaces and Connections
A landlord point of contact might not be feasible or a good fit for all PHAs; however, there are
other ways that PHAs can create and foster relationships with landlords.
As discussed in the subsequent strategy focused on customer service, making it easy for
landlords to connect with the PHA creates a solid foundation upon which to build. At every
opportunity, starting with the landlord orientation, the PHA can create a real and also a
symbolic connection, where landlords have a face to associate with the PHA and contact
information that will allow them to get answers to their questions.
Another way to create connection and provide good customer service for PHAs with a steady
volume of landlord questions is to dedicate a day to responding to landlord inquiries inperson, by phone, or via a video platform. (If using a video platform or conference call line,
confidentiality of participating families and landlords should be protected by not recording,
allowing cameras to be turned off, and not revealing identifying information such as social
security numbers or addresses.) A dedicated-day schedule could fit the typical volume of
inquiries and available staff; it could be weekly, every Thursday, monthly, or the first and third
Thursday of every month, for example. Landlords would know they could contact the PHA on
that day and get a response from the PHA. (Naturally, some staff would continue to carry out
their typical responsibilities. Only a select person or persons would be designated to landlord
inquiries.) A dedicated day is a way to show a focused commitment by the PHA to respond to
landlords as valued partners in the HCV Program.
See the Technology chapter for other ways to connect with landlords through landlorddedicated webpages and landlord portals.
NOTE: PHAs that implement a dedicated landlord day(s) still need to commit to address
questions from landlords in a timely fashion outside of the dedicated days since questions
and emergencies don’t follow a schedule.
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Plus Care vouchers, and families with Rapid
Rehousing funds search for housing. Similarly,
some landlord point of contact positions
may qualify for funding under Emergency
Solutions Grants, which are HUD funds that
are administered by the local municipality to
address homelessness.
Some PHAs fund a landlord point of contact
through local or state dollars, such as a
housing trust fund. Other PHAs invest in
fundraising efforts and get their landlord point
of contact funded through philanthropic grants
or their local United Way.
To fund a full-time position, PHAs can bundle
multiple funding sources or share a landlord
point of contact with another agency. To apply
to fund the position through grants, PHAs
can describe desired measurable benefits the
position can be expected to influence such as:
• Increases in landlord satisfaction
measured through surveys
• A reduction in tenant inspection requests
• An increase in the number of units listed
as available to HCV families
PHAs find the landlord point of contact
very useful, not only in increasing landlord
satisfaction and encouraging new landlords to
participate in the program, but also in reducing
the burden on other staff who would otherwise
spend time responding to landlord inquires.
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STRATEGY: CALL CENTER
Shifting a large volume of phone calls for the entire PHA or specific departments within the PHA to
a centralized reception with staff assigned to answer calls related to specific programs such as the
HCV Program.

Who: L arge PHAs.
Cost: $
 $$ $$$ Moderate to high.
Implementation Considerations:

LOW

MEDIUM

DIFFICULT May require

staffing and funding considerations.

Call Center
PHA Process Improvements
PHA Process
Improvement
Increase Recruitment
Increase Retention
Improve Responsiveness
Improve Tenant-Landlord
Relationship
Improve Inspections
Process
Minimize Bureaucracy

Call Center

X
X

X

Keeping lines of communication open and
accessible is critical to the success of a PHA
as much as it is to any enterprise. During the
research conducted for the Guidebook, several
PHAs identified that they were establishing call
centers for their HCV Programs to respond to
inquiries from landlords, applicants, and voucher
families. Landlords and voucher families reach
out for information using a variety of methods,
but they continue to conduct significant outreach
REMINDER:
A PHA’s phone system, including any call
centers, must be accessible for individuals
who are deaf or hard of hearing, by providing a
TDD/TTY or videophones with ASL translation.

to PHAs through the telephone, in part, because
they are seeking the ability to ask their unique
question to a human voice. And, certainly,
when that approach is successful, skilled
direct human interaction can offer advantages
in efficiently de-escalating frustration and
sharing information since the speakers can ask
questions and target the needed information or
clarify terms immediately.
Especially for larger PHAs who experience
a large volume of calls, pinpointing the right
mix of information, staff, phone numbers,
and contacts can be challenging. Not being
able to access information and connecting
with a person, much less with a person with
the correct information, can be a frustrating
experience that can discourage landlords from
participating in the HCV Program. Larger
PHAs may assign one or more points of contact
to answer calls or other types of inquiries to
maintain a direct human connection, but if those
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points of contact have other responsibilities
and are away from their phones for a period
of time, returning landlord calls in a timely
manner can be difficult. In those situations, a
call center can be a way to ensure that landlords
have quick telephone access to the necessary
information. Although an initial call may be
answered through an automated message or
call center staff, the call center can also ensure
that landlords with complicated issues do have a
way to speak to a member of the HCV Program
with the appropriate level of expertise.
WHAT THIS IS AND WHY IT WORKS: A call
center is a method of organizing and answering
a large volume of incoming phone calls.
Typically, calls come in to an initial automated
menu, interactive voice response (IVR), or to a
specific team of employees. The automated
menu may route calls to call center staff
or it may offer the caller the opportunity to
select from certain standardized topics for
answers to questions typical for the industry
or organization. Automated prompts for the
caller might include hours of business, opening
status, or location. Automated prompts for a
call center might also include other information
such as inspection appointment days/times,
status of accounts, and dates of payments
received or sent. An effective call center
can help landlords get back to their other
responsibilities in a timely manner.
TIP: Some of the most common
questions landlords need answers
to can be standardized or
automated. See the Technology
chapter for another way to present this
information in a landlord portal or online.
Call centers can be successful when staff have
access to knowledge about many aspects of the
HCV Program, its procedures, and paperwork.
Staff can answer many common program
questions directly. As a source of satisfactory
customer service, call center staff can fulfill
a task that HCV Program staff describe as
common: they are not always called to provide
new information, but to confirm (or correct)
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Alternatives to
Call Centers
A smaller PHA may not have the call
volume to make a call center a costeffective option. They may still face
similar issues of staff unable to answer
landlord questions or unable to return
calls in a timely manner. The PHA could
experiment with options for placing a staff
member, or a rotating number of staff
trained in landlord-focused issues, on
telephone duty. Another option discussed
earlier is to create a dedicated landlord
day when landlords know they can contact
the PHA and get a knowledgeable person
to answer their questions.
Some phone systems also allow for call
routing or call trees. PHAs who have these
types of phone systems already available
to them may want to investigate if updating
the routing system or phone tree might
help create more efficiencies for customers
calling in to their main numbers.
information that a landlord has heard from
another source, just as much offering validation
and assurance, as accurate information.
When the call center takes on the primary
responsibility of answering common questions
quickly and efficiently, other HCV Program
staff may carry out their responsibilities with
fewer interruptions. When questions are
more complex or if a frustrated caller cannot
be satisfied with the call center staff, the call
center staff are trained to connect the person
with a higher-level staff member with advanced
expertise or authority. This routing system also
allows more complicated questions to more
efficiently reach the people with the right level
of expertise to assist the landlord. Offering
landlords a dependable process can increase
landlords’ confidence and assurance that the
PHA is interested in the landlord’s situation.
An IVR portion of the call center might be
available 24 hours to provide the landlord with

PHA HIGHLIGHT:
One PHA with over 40,000 vouchers was
experiencing an overwhelming number
of calls from applicants, voucher holders,
and landlords. They are implementing
a call center to more efficiently route
inquiries and improve the response
times for customers. They expect both
landlords and voucher holders will see
improvements in being able to reach
PHA staff and to get their questions and
concerns answered.
some standard information at any time, similar
to a landlord portal. The call center may also
include an option to leave a message either
after hours or if all call center staff are busy
with other calls, with a notification to the caller
that the call will not be returned until the next
business day, or whatever the PHA determines
is a feasible practice. Additionally, to operate a
successful messaging feature, the PHA must
also ensure that messages are monitored and
returned.
Call centers may decrease the number of
telephone inquiries that any particular staff
member encounters, and might be organized
to also monitor email inquiries as staffing
resources allow. A call center will not eliminate
landlords (or voucher families) who reach out for
assistance as walk-ins. The PHA will still need
to consider how to meet the needs of landlords
who pose questions through other methods.
Call centers may represent a solution for
larger PHAs with an overwhelming call volume.
Many PHAs may choose to retain a landlord
TIP: Consider reaching out to
local government agencies or
service providers, such as electric
companies, that have implemented
call centers or IVR systems to see what
challenges they have faced or tips on
implementation.

point of contact telephone strategy. See the
section Alternatives to Call Centers on the
previous page for some tips on how to organize
telephone resources effectively without
implementing a call center.
Implementation Considerations
The PHA will need to determine the scope of
the call center. The PHA may determine that
the most cost-effective scenario is to have the
call center serve as the “lobby” of the entire
PHA or it may choose instead to have the call
center work with just the HCV Program, with
both voucher families and with landlords.
Since a call center may be a big organizational
shift in how business is conducted, how
landlords (and voucher families) receive certain
support, and how staff time and responsibilities
are spread out, the PHA may choose to carry
out this activity for a set time period, such as
a year, while collecting data to determine if
the change is successful. Data collection may
include call volumes by landlords and tenants,
main topics requested, and the number of calls
requiring a secondary referral to other PHA
staff. If a PHA operates a call center within a
specific program, such as the HCV Program,
with success, it may determine to expand
operations into other program areas such as
public housing.
Set-up
The PHA will determine with its software
provider how to customize the IVR menu to
create useful selections to direct callers to
the right location, including routing them to
people who can answer questions or refer
them to persons with specific expertise or
greater authority. The call center should
reduce the number of steps it currently takes
for a landlord to reach a knowledgeable
voice. Through staff training and call center
management, the call center can set priorities
to elevate certain urgent or complex queries to
receive a transfer or a callback from a higher
level PHA program representative. In this way,
the PHA retains a hands-on, tailored element.
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In addition to transitioning PHA staff to an
IVR system, PHAs adopting an IVR will need
to invest time in acclimating landlords (and
voucher families, as appropriate) to the new call
center. They will want to assist landlords in:
• Assuring landlords of the PHA’s
commitment to landlord relations.
• Understanding how to contact the call
center.
• Understanding what information the call
center offers.
• Understanding how to access additional
specialized information.
• Ensuring landlords know all of the
methods of contacting the HCV Program
for information.
Staffing
Because the call center requires staff who
are well versed in common HCV Program
situations, it may require either:
• A departmental reorganization to shift
existing experienced staff into call center
positions.
• Extensive training to support a steep
learning curve for call center staff who are
new to the PHA and the HCV Program.
New staff, in particular, require access to and
training on a thorough set of scripts as they
develop program knowledge. When a PHA
shifts existing staff into the new positions,
the intent is that the HCV Program staff who
remain in case management or other positions
will have additional undisturbed time to carry
out their responsibilities without the continued
distraction of the telephone.
In addition to having a deep knowledge of the
HCV Program, call center staff benefit from
having substantial customer service training.
Call center staff will frequently deal with
contentious callers; and having a strong set
of customer service skills to rely on can help
defuse situations, quickly turn to resolving
problems, and improve callers’ satisfaction.
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Call center responsibilities can be emotionally
draining and the pace of calls can be taxing.
Adequate and ongoing staff training can reduce
burnout and improve employee satisfaction.
PHAs should also consider how to offer breaks
or support for staff to lessen job-related stress.
Costs
The costs of a call center are typically high.
PHAs should consider the initial startup costs,
including purchasing the IVR system, setting up
the system, and training and/or transition staff
to operate the IVR. Additional ongoing costs
might include an IVR subscription, additional
phone lines, and new staff salaries. Keep in
mind, staff who previously spent a large portion
of their time responding to incoming inquiries,
will be more productive, offsetting the costs of
implementing a call center.

NOTICE: When the PHA informs
landlords about a change to
the way calls are received, they may want
to consider marketing the call center
by emphasizing the enhanced service
experience, shorter wait times, increased
ability to speak with a person rather than
a voicemail, and that call center staff are
trained, local PHA staff since call centers
may evoke a negative association with
unresponsiveness.
If the negative association is still a
concern, consider naming the call center
something that emphasizes its advantages.
Names may include a centralized or virtual
reception; an information, resource or
customer service center; help line; or
in-house answering service.

